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All About
Your Users
Five Ways to Drive
User-Centricity in
Your Organization
By Charlyne Lefebvre-Paillé

U

ser-centricity is a design philosophy that puts the user’s needs
and expectations at the center of
everything. It has been gaining
traction in government organizations
across the globe, as pioneered by organizations such as the United Kingdom
(UK) Government Digital Service,
and as promoted by the Canadian
Digital Services’ mission: “We’re here
to improve people’s lives by putting
them at the center of government
services.” While government organizations and vendors with internal
design resources praise the benefits
of being user-centered, it can seem
hard for a government organization
without internal designers to move in
that direction. My goal is to show you
that regardless of size and resources,
every organization can take small steps
toward a user-centered culture.
I have distilled my experiences
working with human services agencies
across the globe to identify five ways in
which your organization can integrate
users and their feedback into the development of your products and services.

Promote a Culture of
Curiosity for the Users
At IBM Watson Health, everything
revolves around our users, their needs,
and their story. By focusing on users,
we ensure that we solve real issues and
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understand what solutions are most
viable, enjoyable, and easily adopted
by our users. One way we do this is
with our sponsor-user program, in
which teams continuously engage and
collaborate with customers to co-create
and validate our solutions.
When designing IBM Universal
Access, our responsive citizen portal
for government, we partnered with the
New York City (NYC) Human Resources
Administration, working with them to
develop the best solution to meet the
needs of New Yorkers as they applied
for Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (SNAP) benefits. Your organization can start its own journey to
user-centricity by promoting a culture
of curiosity for its users: you need to
stay constantly curious about who your
users are, what they want or need, and
what is preventing them from achieving
their objectives. After asking all of
those “what” questions, you need to
ask “why.” “Why do they want or need
this?” and “Why are they prevented
from achieving their objectives?”
Asking “what” tells you what your
users are doing. Asking “why” helps
your team to understand the real motivations behind your users’ actions and,
most important, identifies the actions
they perform merely because the
process forces them to. What barriers
can we remove to simplify the process
for them? You will soon discover that
the rich insights revealed by your questions are fertile ground for innovation.

Give a Voice to Your Users
An easy way to encourage the team
to focus on users is to create and give
life to validated personas. In design, a
persona is a powerful tool for empathy.
A persona needs to feel real, and to
achieve this you need to build it based
on real user stories.
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In Watson Health, when we started
working on the citizen portal, the
Universal Access team created
assumptive personas that gathered
all internal user knowledge and
assumptions. We then challenged
these assumptions and validated the
personas by meeting caseworkers and
citizens in NYC. The updated personas
reflected our new understanding of
the users, their backgrounds, their
hopes, needs, fears, and pain points.
To gather persona information, a
research squad from your team can
go and observe users interacting with
your organization. By talking to them,
the team can understand who they
are and what their goals are. Findings
can be presented on one page, with
the highlight being your users’ overall
goals. What are they trying to achieve,
and why?
Meeting real users often demonstrates that your solution might only
be one step in the journey to achieve
their goal. They might need to interact
with other providers, complete additional forms, or visit other agencies.
Understanding the complete user
journey helps your organization appreciate the context of use of your services,
and brings you closer to solving the
right needs in the most efficient way.
Once you complete the personas, keep
them alive. Put them up on the walls
where the team works. Refer to them in
presentations and discussions. “What
would Maria do?” and as presented in
the next point, keep telling their story.

Talk About User
Stories, Not Features
One of the most potent changes of perspective your team can make is to stop
discussing product or solution features
and to focus instead on user stories.
By thinking in terms of features, technical feasibility becomes the driver of
teams’ decisions and often blocks innovation. For example, a team focused on
product features might talk about “the
calendar component.” The team might
reuse an existing calendar application
without considering novel ways in which
users can get in touch with caseworkers.
Reframing this as “Maria wants a way
to book time to meet her caseworker”
focuses the discussion around the user’s
goal and helps the team to explore how

to help her achieve it, and without constraining the solution design.
Another motivation to focus on
user stories is that you may find that a
user crosses many product features to
complete their goal. Groups discussing
features do not see the full picture and
might leave gaps in the user experience.
Telling the whole user story helps your
team understand the experience from
the users’ perspective and inspire solutions that are as seamless as possible.
By focusing the conversation around
user stories, any discussion becomes
an empathetic vehicle for validation of
the solution, as well as an opportunity
to innovate.

Fail Fast, So Failure
Is Not an Option
“Fail fast, fail often,” a motto often
employed by design organizations,
is rightfully uncomfortable for government agencies. With government
funding and public interest invested in
human services resource deployments,
it is high risk and even impossible to
consider failure.
Certain design practitioners would
agree and align instead with NASA’s
motto: “Failure is not an option.” It is
important to clarify that the design
motto encouraging organizations to
fail is focused on the process, whereas
NASA’s motto focuses on the outcome
of the process. When understood and
applied correctly, an organization can
follow both maxims: you can fail fast and
often in design so that you avoid failure
when you deploy your solution. You can
do this by validating your designs with
users as early and as often as possible.
Your organization needs to become
comfortable with transparency, being
humble, and not being too precious
about sharing your early ideas. Let us
say your organization wants to rethink
how people book appointments with
caseworkers. You can use a variety of
low-tech, quick and dirty methods to
validate your ideas early on. You can
ask users for feedback through “what if
you could…” statements. You can also
validate ideas through paper prototypes, or sketches. Early feedback from
users helps to confirm and reinforce
your concepts before you invest significant resources in project development.
Let your ideas fail, not your solution.
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Our Universal Access team embraced
transparency with our sponsor users in
NYC, presenting sketches and prototypes
to them every week, gaining invaluable
feedback along the way. If we waited for
a polished product demo before seeking
feedback, we would have missed incredible opportunities to innovate based
on the inspiring discussions that were
sparked in those meetings.
The benefits of early user feedback
are clear, with IBM reporting that for
every dollar it costs to fix a defect in the
research and design phase, it costs $100
to fix the same problem post-release.

Identify Key User Metrics
and Measure Regularly
The benefits of investing in user-centered practices are proven with Forrester
reporting that organizations following
the IBM Design Thinking Framework
have twice as fast time-to-market, 75
percent reduced design time, and 33
percent decreased development time.1
The final piece of advice is to identify
tangible and meaningful user-success
metrics that the team can collect and
track regularly. Measuring the impact
has multiple benefits. It can inspire

and motivate the team, it can prove the
return on investment to management,
and it enables the organization to retrospectively assess the existing user
research and plan to improve it.
Metrics can be quantifiable data, such
as the percentage of successful applications, or the number of cases closed
or qualitative data, such as positive
versus negative feedback on the
service. With executive buy-in, share
the metrics alongside the business- and
technology-driven key performance
indicators. Making the key metrics
visible, alongside your persona profiles,
and updating results regularly can keep
the team user-focused and curious. The
results will tell “what” the users did
and your team can now get out again
and understand “why.”
For our Universal Access solution, we
tracked the influence of research and
customer engagement by documenting
how many issues and pain points customers reported that were solved by
our solution. Before Release 1, we were
proud that the out-of-the-box solution
shipped addressed 116 pain points and
desires that would not have been tracked
or solved without our user engagement.

Buy-in on these five practices from
the executive level of your organization is a crucial asset on the journey
to user-centricity. When management
understands and promotes the value
of user-centricity and user research,
the whole team is encouraged to stay
curious, focus on user outcomes,
and question the assumptions that
are driving the team’s work. Buy-in
means that time and resources can be
allocated so researchers can “get out
of the building” to meet real users,
gaining more grounded insights to
solve real and meaningful issues,
all to the benefit of your users and
organization.
To learn more about how IBM
Watson Health Government Health
and Human Resources Team focuses
on users, please visit https://www.ibm.
com/socialprograms.
Reference Note
1. Forrester. (2018). The total economic
impact of IBM’s design thinking practice:
How IBM drives client value and
measurable outcomes with its design
thinking framework. Retrieved from
https://ibm.co/2IA7ubW
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